LADWP Staging Area 101
And How It Impacts Your Project

Wednesday, November 18 | 12PM-1PM

Discussion Points

- Staging Area Requirements
- Current status of LADWP Construction Labor Dispute
  - Current steps LADWP is taking to tackle the issues
  - Timing on a resolution
- Staging Area Variance Request
- Practical steps for approvals
- How to engage other city agencies involved in variance approval process
- What other California Public Utility Agencies are doing
- How you can help
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Ian Sanchez is the founder of DUEx (Dry Utility Experts). Their firm represents many urban developers and deals with LADWP on a daily basis. With over 100 current projects, Ian collaborates with LADWP engineers, upper management and the construction district. In doing so Ian and his firm can provide real time information and updates on LADWP standards and specification during design and construction.